Excellent Image Quality or Superior Dose Conformity?
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Introduction And Background

Recent trends in radiotherapy have focused primarily on 1) the use of imaging to visualize target and organs at risk (OAR) [1] and 2) on techniques able to deliver highly conformal treatments [2]; both aim to improve radiotherapy outcomes, for example, via dose escalation [3].

In the first group of developments, we reference the introduction of morphological, functional, and molecular imaging in all the steps of oncology workflow, from treatment planning to treatment delivery phases. Treatment plans based on multimodality images and daily image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), based on volumetric images, are both becoming routine. Advanced examples of this trend are combinations of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4] as well as positron emission tomography (PET) [5] scanners with treatment devices, such as linear accelerators or radioactive sources [6]. These new solutions claim the advantage of excellent imaging of the target and OARs using morphological/functional information prior or during treatment.

In the second group of developments, we could mention the widespread adoption of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in all its variants and definitions, as well as of particle therapy developments with special focus on protons [7]. Motion management solutions and adaptive radiotherapy can be also regarded as ways to improve dose conformity [8]. Examples of this trend are HiART tomotherapy [9] and the CyberKnife [10] stereotaxy, both claiming an advantage of superior dose distributions.

One could argue if these trends are really two separate ways to allow safe and effective radiotherapy treatments – as appearances currently support – or if they are two sides of the same coin. In fact, on the basis of the ultimate goal of radiotherapy being maximizing tumor control probability while minimizing normal tissue complication probability, common ground could be clearly envisioned. The situation evokes the famous Menenius Agrippa apologue, where all the parts of the body cooperate to ensure survival of the whole. In such a manner, excellent image quality is a key enabler for accurately conformal treatments. Devices enabling excellent images suffer from dyspraxia if not coupled with the ability to deliver highly conformal treatments: why to accurately localize, in detail, the target and OARs if it is not...
possible to exploit this information to tailor highly conformal treatments? Conversely, devices enabling highly conformal treatments suffer from blindness if not coupled with excellent imaging systems: why have a device to tailor highly conformal treatments if the target and OARs cannot be accurately localized? In both cases, though, the benefits from image-guided and highly conformal treatments are per se extremely important; from a real-world view, they each seem to realize only partially the potential embedded in their combination.

Particular care is currently given to individualized treatments [11] where adaptive radiotherapy highlights inter- and intra-patient anatomical/functional differences. Early response monitoring images will play an increasing role so that the combination of MRI and PET scanners with radiotherapy devices will gain significant interest in the future.

Review

The emerging trend towards stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) requires the use of high soft tissue contrast images to minimize margins, as well as functional/molecular imaging to highlight the region to be selectively treated or boosted: smaller targets will open the way to higher doses per fraction. Dose conformity will allow nearby healthy tissue to be spared. There are some indications that many lesions could be treated in the future by SRS/SBRT, especially those benefiting from hypofractionated regimens once suitable protocols can be developed [12].

To give two examples, let us focus on emerging hypofractionated prostate [13] and breast [14] treatments. In this regimen, margins must be as small as possible, implying the need for the ability to distinguish moveable target interfaces and motion management solutions. In hypofractionated prostate treatments, the need for the identification of rectum-prostate-bladder interfaces requires high soft tissue contrast imaging, prior and during delivery. Then, highly conformal treatments with the help of adaptive radiotherapy and motion management accomplish the task of delivering safely hypofractionated treatments, limiting side-effects related to the high dose per fraction, such as rectum bleeding. In a similar way, accelerated partial breast irradiation, an emerging approach delivered via hypofractionated regimen, needs high soft tissue contrast imaging to distinguish the target from healthy breast tissue surrounding tumor bed. Like in prostate, highly conformal treatments focused on target limit side-effects, such as fibrosis: again, this is feasible only on the basis of what has been clearly identified.

Assuming that neither component should be compromised as the 'weak link' in complementary function, this leads to a theoretical conclusion that a hybrid device with the best morphological (or functional or molecular) imaging capabilities and highest dose conformity should represent the best tool for future developments in radiotherapy.

As a simplistic example, a compact proton accelerator integrated with MRI or PET imaging system – representing highest dose conformity and also "best" image quality – could become a focal point of research to make radiotherapy safer and more effective. It may be that the first step towards this development has already started, i.e., the use of in-room diagnostic-quality computer tomography (CT) in particle therapy facilities [15], and the idea to couple CT images to compact proton accelerator devices [16]. PET scanners make also it possible to visualize the dose delivered by proton therapy opening the way to in vivo dosimetry [17].

Another example is the combination of IMRT – in all its possible future evolutions - with phase contrast CT [18]. This x-ray technique holds the promise to distinguish soft tissue interfaces so that, for example, rectum-prostate-bladder interfaces could become well-identifiable in all cases. Due to the ring shape geometry of CT, rotational IMRT techniques would be a strong
candidate to be coupled with phase contrast CT. New developments in detectors, tubes and reconstruction algorithms are likely to decrease the dose delivered for CT images to a level negligible compared to the overall therapeutic dose delivered during the course of the treatment. Thus, CT could become competitive to MRI, especially in therapy applications.

Extending the analysis also to other therapeutic approaches, another possible combination is high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) [19] with MRI. The possibility of using MRI for anatomical and functional images as well as for MR-thermometry is likely to facilitate the exploitation of the untapped potential of HIFU with its non-ionizing nature, in all those cases where thermal ablation through ultrasound waves is feasible [20].

Conclusions
These examples are independent of cost and practicality. The large effort to develop some systems should be first somehow justified by the clinical gain it may bring, i.e. if the control or morbidity rates could be significantly improved not only from a theoretical but also from a practical point of view: is the game worth the candle? To answer this question, an evidence-based analysis is needed to understand if the theoretical advantages of these systems can be actually translated into reliable and repeatable improved outcomes in a large number of patients.
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